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Abstract. The research community is addressing a number of issues in response to increased reliance of 
organisations on data warehousing. Most work addresses individual aspects related to incremental view 
maintenance, propagation algorithms, consistency requirements, performance of OLAP queries etc. There 
remains a need to consolidate relevant results into a cohesive framework for data warehouse maintenance. 
Although data propagation policies, source database characteristics, and user requirements have been 
addressed individually, their co-dependencies and relationships have not been explored.  
In this paper, we present a comprehensive, cost-based framework for evaluating data propagation policies 
against data warehouse requirements and source database characteristics. We formalize data warehouse 
specification along the dimensions of freshness (or staleness), response time, storage, and computation cost,  
and classify source databases according to their data propagation capabilities. A detailed cost model is 
presented for a representative set of policies. A prototype implementation has allowed an exploration of the 
various trade-offs. The results presented in this paper are for a single source, but the approach and the 
framework are extensible. Current work is addressing a broader class of sources and a more detailed data 
warehouse specification that includes multiple sources. 

1. Introduction 

In less than ten years, data warehousing has become a well-established database research field, 
attracting attention from researchers in related areas. Numerous definitions of data warehousing can 
be found in the literature (e.g. [Cha97, Gup95, Lom95, Vav99, Wu97]). From a user perspective, a 
data warehouse (or DW) is a collection of cleaned, integrated, summarized data, which is available for 
on-line analytical queries and decision making [Wu97]. From a system perspective, a data warehouse 
is a database that collects and stores information from multiple data sources [Gup95]. As such, the 
contents of the warehouse can be described as a set of materialized views based on distributed, 
heterogeneous, and autonomous sources [Ham95]. Reasons for using a data warehouse include: to 
evaluate complex queries without causing severe impact on the sources; to increase data availability; 
to decrease response-time for OLAP queries; and to provide historical trends for state-oriented data. 

Data warehouse maintenance, in a simplistic way, can be seen as a generalization of view 
maintenance used in relational databases. A DW maintenance policy determines when and how to 
refresh a view to reflect changes to its sources. Various view maintenance policies have been 
suggested and analysed in the literature [Bla86, Han87, Seg89, Seg91]. It has been shown that the 
selection of the most appropriate maintenance policy is a complex process affected by several 
dynamic and static system properties [Han87, Sri88, Col97]. The autonomy, distribution and 
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heterogeneity aspects of data warehousing have motivated additional studies to address the new 
dimensions of the maintenance problem. There have been several approaches [Agr97, Hul96, Zhu99] 
to incrementally maintaining views and preserving consistency when sources are autonomous. 
Consistency, however, is not the only user requirement that needs to be considered. Data currency, 
response-time, and availability are examples of other user requirements that impact on maintenance 
activity. Moreover, source characteristics play a critical role in data warehouse maintenance and 
cannot be overlooked. When all of these issues are considered together, it becomes apparent that the 
warehouse maintenance issue needs to be addressed in a holistic manner rather than, as currently, in a 
fragmented manner.  

1.1. Problem Statement 

We define the data warehouse maintenance problem as the problem of choosing an appropriate set of 
data propagation (or view maintenance) policies to match source characteristics and satisfy quality of 
service attributes for a data warehouse. Figure 1 illustrates how we approach this problem. The 
components of the problem are briefly discussed below. 

Selection process based on 
evaluation criteria

Source and DW characteristics

Quality of service requirement

Maintenance
policies

A policy

 

Fig. 1. Components of a data warehouse maintenance problem 

For any realistic scenario there will be a finite set of policies to choose from. Expected quality of 
service (QoS) for a DW is specified by the user. QoS requirements may differ between portions of the 
warehouse. In the same way different views may benefit from different maintenance strategies based 
on source characteristics. The goal is to derive a policy (or a set of policies) with minimal cost in 
meeting QoS requirements. Cost is measured over a number of resources, such as disk I/O, storage, or 
communication needed for maintaining the DW. Source and warehouse characteristics capture 
properties that may affect maintenance activity, including capabilities of the sources, the nature of 
views, and update and query behaviour etc. These all affect and constrain maintenance policies. For 
this paper, we use the DW architecture that consists of an integrator and data sources.  

The DW policy selected is likely to be a collection of propagation policies, one for each warehouse 
fragment (or partition). We use a Source Data Propagation Policy (SDPP) to determine when and how 
changes from a source are propagated to the integrator. A View Maintenance Policy (VMP) 
determines when and how to update a warehouse view. This includes SDPPs for each involved source 
together with information on when and how to join these results. Finally, a data warehouse 
maintenance policy (DWMP) is the collection of all VMPs for all views in a warehouse that are 
defined over external sources.  

In this paper, we review existing literature and synthesise a more comprehensive approach to data 
warehouse maintenance. User specification is carefully analysed to arrive at a novel definition of view 
staleness. We highlight and define important properties that have an impact on the warehouse 
maintenance problem. Source characteristics are classified to cover a large number of sources. A 
detailed cost-based approach is presented that ties all components of Figure 1 together and forms a 
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basis for generating a DWMP. The solution presented in this paper is restricted to single-source views 
based on, for example, databases, web pages, and conventional files. An implementation that accepts 
inputs shown in Figure 1 to generate costs for different feasible DWMPs is discussed. This prototype 
has not only enabled us to validate our cost formulas, but also acts as a tool for understanding the 
process of selecting a DWMP; we report observations from its usage at the end of the paper.  

It is important to point out that a fully automated process may not be realistic for the design of a 
complex warehouse. However, a tool and framework such as presented in this paper are intended to 
help DW designers to understand the complex inter-relationships between source characteristics, 
warehouse user requirements and maintenance policies.  

1.2. Roadmap 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section two we give an overview of related 
work. In section three we synthesize from previous work a framework in terms of the components of 
the warehouse maintenance problem. In addition, we present novel definitions that are used in section 
four, where we present detailed cost models for a representative sample of policies and a policy 
selection algorithm. In section five, we present the prototype implementation along with sample 
outputs from its usage. Finally, we discuss future work and draw some conclusions in section six. 

2. Related Work 

Materialised views, snapshots, and data warehouses are well-established concepts in the data 
management field. They are related in that they handle copies (possibly transformed) of source data. 
The problem of maintenance, i.e. how to handle updates to sources, has been addressed for 
materialised views and snapshots as well as data warehouses. The requirements and prerequisites for 
maintenance differ significantly between local materialised views, distributed database snapshots and 
data warehouses. Despite the differences, there are still enough similarities to motivate a survey and 
synthesises of the results from these areas. In this section we review previous work on maintenance 
and in the following section we present a framework capturing aspects which impact on the data 
warehouse maintenance problem. 

One of the first papers to address view maintenance was Buneman et al. 1979 [Bun79], which 
presents a method for reducing the recomputation cost of views (virtual relations) by identifying when 
updates to base-views can be ignored. The authors suggest that these techniques can be useful when 
views are used for alerters that detect complex database states. They moreover identify how these 
techniques can be applied to the maintenance of materialised views to avoid unnecessary 
recomputation. 

 Adiba et al [Adi80] introduce database snapshots as a way to "freeze" the state of a database to 
meet operational requirements. Snapshots are presented as a way to reduce system load and/or 
increase query performance, and their potential usefulness for distributed databases is identified. A 
database snapshot differs from a materialised view in that it is detached from the source and is read 
only [Adi80]. Lindsay et al. [Lin86] present algorithms for incremental maintenance of snapshots.  

Blakeley et al. [Bla86] suggest screening algorithms and techniques for efficient maintenance of 
materialised views. These techniques are further developed by Hanson [Han87], who compares three 
different maintenance policies in a centralised environment. Hanson develops an analytical model and 
shows that choice of policy is highly dependent on update and query behaviour and other dynamic 
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factors. Hanson compares immediate and deferred maintenance (on-demand) with query modification, 
using disk and CPU cost as evaluation criteria. In a similar study, Srivastava and Rotem [Sri88] 
compare maintenance algorithms using a queuing theory based analytical model. In this model both 
user and system perspectives are considered. These are, however, limited to response time and disk 
I/O. The work assumes that views are maintained in a centralised environment and hence never 
allowed to become “outdated”. These limitations are discussed and some indication of how to extend 
the model for distributed views is given. 

Distributed view maintenance has been addressed in a number of studies. In the ADMS prototype 
[Rou86, Rou95] materialised views are used to optimise performance and system utilisation. ADMS 
is a client-server database that allows clients to access local materialised view fragments that are 
created dynamically. Various relational servers can be wrapped to become ADMS servers [Rou95]. 
Using this mechanism an ADMS system can be seen as a data warehouse. Delis et al. compare view 
maintenance algorithms used by ADMS in an experimental study [Del94]. Server load (in terms of 
CPU and I/O) and network traffic (point-to-point and broadcast) are used in the analysis.  

Segev et al. [Seg89] address the maintenance of distributed, materialised views and how multiple 
views can be maintained using a differential file. They show that this can be done using a single 
differential file even when the update times of the views differ. In other studies, Segev et al. [Seg90, 
Seg91] present pioneering work on materialised views for distributed databases that very well 
resembles the ideas of data warehousing. They identify and discuss several important concepts, of 
which view currency is the most innovative. The currency of a view is defined to be the time elapsed 
since its base data changed without being reflected in the view. If changes are propagated 
immediately then currency is 0. The authors suggest that a currency requirement could be associated 
with queries and views. This can be utilised to determine if and from where views should be updated. 
The authors show [Seg90] that there are potential performance gains when relaxing a currency 
requirement. They moreover present [Seg91] analytical results on optimal maintenance policies for 
certain kinds of views. Although Segev et al. presented their results a decade ago, there has been no 
additional work reported in this direction, to the best of our knowledge. 

Zhou et al. [Zho95] present a “taxonomy of the solution space for data integration” consisting of 
four spectra: the degree of materialisation, maintenance strategy, maintenance timing, and the 
activeness of the source database. The materialisation spectrum does not apply to view maintenance 
activities as it is by definition related to materialised views (with virtual views there is nothing to 
maintain). Maintenance strategies and timing specify “how” and “when” data should be integrated. 
The final spectrum categorises active properties of source databases. Three levels of activeness are 
highlighted: sufficient, restricted and no activeness.  

Gupta et al. [Gup95] present a “taxonomy of view maintenance problems” targeted at incremental 
maintenance of relational views. They review different maintenance algorithms and identify a number 
of potential application areas for materialised views. Their taxonomy has four dimensions: 
information, modification, language, and instance. The first dimension covers issues concerning the 
amount of information available when maintaining a view; whether the maintenance algorithm has 
access to the base-relations, the view itself, or other views. It also includes information concerning 
keys and integrity constraints. The modification dimension captures the different kinds of update the 
maintenance algorithm is supposed to handle. This may, for example, be inserts, deletes, or changes to 
the view definition. The language dimension concerns how the view is defined; whether it uses select-
project-joins, aggregates, recursion, or other mechanisms. Finally, the instance dimension determines 
whether the algorithm is limited to restricted instances of the database or restricted instances of 
queries. Although the work presented by Gupta et al. is targeted at incremental maintenance of 
relational views, several aspects are general to other data models and other maintenance policies. 
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Hull et al. [Hul96] present a framework for virtual and materialised views used in the Squirrel 
project. Through the use of mediators the system supports virtual and materialised views and hybrids 
of them. The authors develop a formal notation of consistency and freshness and show that the 
mediators will provide a consistent state with a bounded freshness. Freshness is specified using a 
vector of time-deltas (individual values for each source). Hull et al. base their work on the assumption 
that sources actively send delta-changes to the integrator. In other words, the sources need to be 
active. In a contemporary work Hull et al. [Hul96B] explore the performance trade-offs between 
virtual and materialised views. They use a relational select-view and a join between two sources. In 
this work Hull et al. defines the staleness of a view (as complementary to freshness). The definition of 
staleness differs between virtual and materialised views. The latter has similarities with currency as 
defined by Segev. Hull et al. present analytical and initial benchmark results, comparing materialised 
and virtual views. The evaluation criteria used are response-time, staleness and system load (space 
usage, network traffic, system disk I/O, and mediator disk I/O). 

Colby et al. [Col96] address the problem of how to defer maintenance of a view and still avoid 
what they call the state bug. The state bug may result when maintenance algorithms need pre-update 
data that is no longer available. Colby et al. present three algorithms for different deferred 
maintenance scenarios and suggest some policies in which these algorithms can be used. They discuss 
potential differences in two presented policies in terms of view downtime. In subsequent work 
[Col97] Colby et al. introduce "view-groups" and discuss issues related to supporting multiple 
maintenance policies in centralised DBMSs. The authors distinguish between immediate views, which 
are maintained as part of an updating transaction, deferred views, which are updated by separate 
transactions, and snapshot views, which are maintained asynchronously. The views in a system are 
partitioned into view-groups, each maintained with some policy. It is assumed that queries can be 
answered "without looking outside the queried viewgroup". Colby et al. define constraints on how 
view policies can be assigned to views and on how viewgroups can be defined. They moreover define 
algorithms for viewgroup maintenance. A comparison is made of the performance of different 
maintenance policies using a database system that supports the suggested mechanisms. The finding of 
the study is that different policies incur different costs and there is a need for enabling several 
different policies for different views in the same system. 

In a warehousing environment a view may contain data from autonomous and “transaction 
unaware” sources which may yield inconsistent views if the integration is performed in a 
straightforward manner. Zhuge et al. [Zhu95, Zhu96, Zhu99] identify this problem and define four 
consistency levels for a warehouse view - convergence, weak consistency, strong consistency and 
completeness - based on state changes of the view and each of its sources. The consistency levels 
form a hierarchy in which each level subsumes the prior. Convergence, which is the lowest level of 
consistency, guarantees that a view will eventually reflect the final state of its sources. Weak 
consistency guarantees that all views reflect some state of each source. Strong consistency moreover 
guarantees that the states for any given source reflected in any sequence of view states will be 
consistent with the ordering of states at that source. Completeness, which is the highest consistency 
level, guarantees that each state for each source will be reflected in a view state. Zhuge [Zhu99] 
presents several algorithms for different source scenarios (views based on one or more sources with 
different transaction capabilities) and shows how they will guarantee different consistency levels. As 
an example, one algorithm provides strong consistency for single source views and another algorithm 
provides completeness for views based on several sources. Zhuge is mainly concerned here with 
select-project-join views over relational sources. It should be noted that the inconsistency problem 
addressed by Zhuge is only present when changes in the sources are actively reported to the 
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integrator. If the integrator initiates maintenance then the problems will not arise. Another possible 
way to avoid inconsistencies, used by Hull et al. [Hul96], is to maintain a copy of each source.  

Agrawal et al [Agr97] present additional algorithms that preserve warehouse consistency. They 
claim their approach has advantages over the one by Zhuge et al. in that it does not require quiescence 
in source updates in order to update a warehouse. They moreover highlight some possible 
optimisations of Zhuge's algorithms. One algorithm developed by Agrawal et al. provides complete 
consistency by sweeping through the sources. The authors also present a variation, which utilises 
shared intermediate results and provides strong consistency. 

Quass et al. [Qua97] identify limitations in current approaches in that warehouses cannot be 
accessed during maintenance. They introduce algorithms that enable on-line maintenance, i.e. 
concurrent execution of maintenance and user queries. Vavouras et al. [Vav99] present an object-
oriented approach to incremental maintenance of warehouses that can be based on a wide set of 
sources. Data warehouse quality issues have been addressed in a number of studies within the DWQ 
project [Jar97]. 

How to select and efficiently maintain views within a warehouse environment has been addressed 
in several studies [Har96, Lee99, Gup99, The99]. In this paper we will not consider such views as 
they can be handled, from a maintenance perspective, as local, homogeneous views. A DWMP does 
not include maintenance of views that are solely based on local warehouse data. In the rest of this 
paper, we will use view and warehouse view interchangeably to denote a view that is based on one or 
more external sources. 

3. Establishing the Components of Warehouse Maintenance 

To address the data warehouse maintenance problem in a comprehensive manner, we need to analyse 
policies and user specification, as well as source and warehouse characteristics. In this section, we 
analyse existing work in these areas and present some important extensions. We are especially 
concerned with how quality of service can be made intuitive and precise from a DW designer’s 
perspective. Furthermore, we identify source characteristics that have a significant impact on the 
maintenance activity, but have been ignored or over-simplified in previous studies. 

3.1. User-Oriented Quality of Service Measures 

Despite its extensiveness, Zhuge's work [Zhu99] is limited to a subset of maintenance policies, source 
characteristics and QoS criteria. From a user’s perspective there are several additional important 
requirements that need to be captured [Eng00]. Figure 2 illustrates how the highest consistency 
requirement can be met and still result in poor quality of service. It shows two identical views 
maintained by different maintenance algorithms. The views represent a user's current European stock 
portfolio value in Dollars and are based on two sources; one is the portfolio value in Euro and the 
other is the exchange rate between Euro and Dollars. Both algorithms preserve completeness, which is 
the highest consistency level in Zhuge's classification. 
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Portfolio value in Euro¼� ¼� ¼� ¼� ¼�

Exchange rate3 4 2

View 1$9 $15 $9 $12 $4$8 $2

View 2$9 $15 $9 $12 $4$8 $2
 

Fig. 2. Two view traces offering the highest consistency level 

From a user perspective, it is apparent that the difference between these traces can have severe 
implications. It is easy to observe that view 1 does not lag behind source changes. On the other hand, 
view 2 lags significantly behind source changes and may not be acceptable for a user even though it 
guarantees the highest consistency level. Most maintenance algorithms suggested (including Zhuge's) 
will not behave in the same way as view 2 in most situations, but there is no other guarantee than 
consistency. Consistency specification needs to be complemented with other QoS specification to be 
useful as a user requirement. As for any other service, quality has its price and the tension between 
quality of service and the cost associated with it needs to be considered for warehouse maintenance. 
The objective is to minimise the cost of DW maintenance in terms of processing, communication and 
storage (which ultimately can be translated into a financial cost) whilst meeting quality of service 
requirements.  

A number of terms related to the user view have been introduced in the view and warehouse 
literature. These include: response-time [Sri88], availability [Col96, Qua97], currency [Seg90], 
freshness [Hul96b], staleness [Hul96] and consistency [Zhu99, Agr97, Col96].  

Response-time is defined as the delay between submission of a query and the return of its result 
[Sri88]. Availability is defined in terms of view-downtime [Col96] (for example, expressed as a 
percentage). Consistency (convergence, weak, strong, and complete) is defined and discussed 
thoroughly by Zhuge [Zhu99]. Staleness, freshness, and currency are all related but are defined and 
based on different prerequisites. In the rest of this section we revise previous work and present a 
novel, user-oriented definition of staleness.  

Currency was introduced in [Seg90] as a measure of the time elapsed since a view last reflected the 
state of its sources1. Segev et al. define the currency at time n to be: 

)}()(|{max tesourceStatnviewStatetn
nt

=−
≤

 

In other words the currency is the time elapsed since the view ceased to reflect the state of the 
sources. A zero currency value means that the view is up to date. Segev et al. identify that in practice 
it is hard to use this definition and they use the difference since last refresh as a working definition of 
currency. The currency defined by Segev et al. is used to determine if and from where the view should 
be updated. It is assumed that each query (or the view) has an associated currency requirement, which 
is compared with the actual currency of the view. If the currency of the view is less than the 
requirement (remember that a high value means less fresh) the view is used. If the currency is higher 
the view is refreshed, its currency set to zero, and the result is returned. A subtle problem with the 
definition suggested by Segev et al. is that it is defined in terms of the (dynamic) view state, whereas a 
user is only concerned with the characteristics of the result returned. Another limitation is that the 
working definition is only defined for periodic and on-demand policies. This gives rise to two 
problems: 

                                                   
1 The work related to a distributed environment, not explicitly a data warehousing one. 
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1. The currency requirement stated by the user is always met in terms of the time since last refresh, if 
on-demand maintenance is used. However, the time to refresh the view is not considered. If the 
user specifies currency to be one second and the maintenance take one minute the requirement is 
still considered as met.  

2. If an immediate maintenance policy is used, view currency may be bad (a long time since last 
refresh), but knowing that changes will be reported when they occur implies that the view can be 
used to answer queries.  

Segev et al. use a response-time constraint to solve the first problem. We claim that this is not an 
appropriate solution as refresh-time conceptually belongs with currency. If no response-time 
restriction is specified a view can, in theory, have unbounded refresh delays with results returned 
being non-current.  

To solve the second problem using the currency measure, we need to treat immediate algorithms as 
a special case. The currency of a view maintained with an immediate policy should have a static value 
(determined in advance). The same applies to "simulated" immediate where the wrapper polls the 
source for changes. 

Update propagation time (UPT) as defined in [Zhu99] is related to currency. It is defined as the 
time delay between a change arriving at the mediator and being sent to the warehouse. This definition 
is based on the assumption of immediate maintenance. Theodoratos et al. [The99] use a currency 
constraint when analysing properties of internal views of a data warehouse. Their currency is 
informally defined, using the time difference between return of a result and the most recent source 
change. This implies that if no changes occur the currency will still be high (i.e., less current). Hull et 
al. [Hul96, Hul96b] introduce definitions of both freshness and staleness. Freshness is defined as a 
vector of values for each source. Staleness, on the other hand, is defined as the maximum difference 
in time between when results are returned and the latest time when the view reflected the source. In 
other words, the internal state of the view is considered rather than the quality of the returned result.  

We believe there is a need to make a clear distinction between quality of service as requested by 
users and guaranteed by the system, and the dynamic behaviour of view maintenance policies. Neither 
currency as defined by Segev et al. nor staleness (or freshness) as defined by Hull et al. has a user-
oriented definition. We suggest that two distinct measures should be used: view staleness and view 
age. The former describes the quality of service of the results returned to users. The latter is system-
oriented concerning the view-state and how well it reflects its sources. 

3.1.1. View Age 
View age is a dynamic, system-oriented measure that we define as the difference in time since the last 
known occasion when a view reflected its sources. The last known occasion will differ depending on 
which policy is used. It may, moreover, vary over time or be constant. The age for a view maintained 
with a periodic policy will have a regular "saw shape", as shown in Figure 3. The figure shows the 
actual age of the view and the working definition that has to be used in a system where the times of 
updates are not known. As can be seen the working definition may be too pessimistic.  
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Fig. 3. The difference between actual view age and the working definition 

Immediate maintenance will yield a constant age to the view. This will be the case for simulated 
immediate maintenance as well, unless the polling activity is controlled from the integrator. In such a 
case the age will be identical for periodic policies. On-demand and hybrid will have an irregular "saw 
shape". Age is similar to currency as defined by Segev et al. but it is intentionally defined to be 
applicable to any maintenance strategy. Another advantage of using view age instead of currency is 
that the name is more intuitive. Low currency value indicates high quality of service while high 
currency value is the opposite. This is non-intuitive. 

Obviously, staleness and age are related. A staleness requirement can be translated to an age 
specification and used according to the policies defined by Segev et al. In such systems an age would 
be associated with each view. Depending on policy, view age would be recorded as part of the 
maintenance activity or be statically assigned. Among the maintenance strategies mentioned in the 
literature, on-demand and hybrid have the potential to utilise view age to reduce maintenance cost.  

3.1.2. Staleness 
Assuming that at least weak consistency is provided (or more precisely that the view will use some 
valid state from each source) we define the measure of staleness of a view informally as follows:  

For a view with guaranteed maximum staleness z, the result of any query over the view, returned at 
time t, will reflect all source changes prior to t-z.  

This means that users have an intuitive measure of how recent the information returned by a view 
can be expected to be. For example, if we query a view that guarantees maximum staleness of 60 
seconds, then we know that all changes performed more than a minute ago will be reflected in the 
result. This can be vital if the view, for example, contains stock market (or any time-critical) 
information. We formally define staleness below:  

A view V is based on sources NSSS ,...,, 21 , where 1≥N . The state transitions of source iS occur 

on occasions stored in the vector it
&

. The source is initialised at it0 and the nth state transition of 

iS occurs at i
nt . For all n we have: i

n
i
n

i
n ttt 11 +− << . For short, we will refer to source state in meaning 

the nth state of source iS  (as an example, state 35 is the third state of source 
5

S ). 

A query over the view returned at rett will be based on source states N
Nqqq ,...,, 2

2
1
1  occurring at 

N
qqq N

ttt ,..,, 21

21
, where Nqqq ,...,, 21  are states (represented by integers greater than zero). Our weak 

consistency assumption implies that each state in the vector is a valid source state. 
Definition : A view guarantees maximum staleness z iff for all query invocations over the view and 

all sources iS the following holds: ztt ret
i
qi

−>+1 . 
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In other words, no state transitions may occur in the time interval preceding ztret − , without being 

reflected in the result. The different components are illustrated in Figure 4.  

8 6 7
time

State of source 2:9 7 9
time

time

Result returned based on 
source states 11 and 32

5 8

trettret-z

Query is posed on a view

1
1t

1
2t

1
0t

2
0t

2
1t

2
2t

2
3t

2
4t

State of source 1:

 

Fig. 4. Example on a view guaranteeing maximal staleness z 

On the timeline of 1S , the period from 11t  to ztret − is marked. This is a critical area in the sense 

that a state change here will imply that the staleness requirement is not met (assuming that state 11 is 
used in the query result). On the other hand, state 22 may have been used in the result without 
breaking the staleness requirement. 

This definition of staleness has a number of nice properties. It applies to any maintenance strategy 
and can be applied to virtual views as well. The definition makes no references to the view-state or the 
time of query-invocation, which means it will not discriminate or favour on-demand maintenance (or 
immediate for that matter). Finally, if a view guarantees maximum staleness z it will also guarantee 

maximum staleness z+d, where 0≥d . 

3.2. Source Characteristics  

A limitation with existing work on view and warehouse maintenance (e.g., [Han87, Sri88, Seg91, 
Zho95, Zhu99]) is that it assumes that sources are capable of actively participating in maintenance 
activity. Some authors recognise that sources may lack some capabilities but assume that 
compensation is possible by wrapping sources. There exist source categorisations [Kos98, Wid95] 
that are aimed at exploring the solution space of wrapping, based on the nature of existing data 
sources. We, however, claim that the wrapping alternatives should take into account the overall 
maintenance process and not just the source characteristics. 

3.2.1. Change Detection Capabilities 
We suggest that change detection in a wrapper should be made an explicit part of maintenance, and 
that source characteristics should be used in the policy selection process. This permits one to 
determine whether wrapping a source is beneficial based on DW requirements. Zhou et al. [Zho95] 
classifies source change detection capabilities as sufficient, restricted, and no activeness. We claim 
that this classification is too imprecise to be used in policy selection. Instead, we suggest three change 
detection capabilities which a source may have, shown in Table 1, each affecting its ability to 
participate in view maintenance. 
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Table 1. Classification of change detection capabilities 

Capability Description 

CHAW 
Change aware - the ability to, on request, tell 
when the last change was made 

CHAC 
Change active - the ability to automatically 
detect and report that changes have been made 

DAW 
Delta aware - the ability to deliver delta 
changes (on request or automatically) 

We claim that these characteristics are orthogonal in the sense that a source can have one, two or 
three of them in any combination. This is shown through a set of examples: 

A source accessed through standard SQL-92 will typically not provide any of these characteristics.  
Unix file servers and web servers are examples of sources providing CHAW in that they can, on 

request, return the time of last modification. All file sources, and the majority of web-sources will, 
however, not allow the clients to subscribe to change notification, which makes them non-CHAC. 
This type of source has limited structure and allows textual editing, making change representation 
non-trivial. There are no obvious DAW capabilities in a file-system.  

An active database management system enables users to define rules each specifying an event for 
which an action should be performed [ACT96]. A typical event might be that a specific entity is 
altered, and the action to send a message to some object. This means that an active database may 
provide CHAC by using the rule system. Even though it is considered a tractable property, not all 
ADBMSs enable DAW. A system may, for example, indicate which entity has been changed without 
delivering the actual change. Moreover, it is entirely possible that a system is unable to deliver 
CHAW for entities not involved in rule definitions. A relational database equipped with triggers may 
be unable to provide CHAC due to restrictions of external actions. It is, however, possible that 
triggers can be used to provide DAW. 

The extended query capability of a temporal database can be used to provide DAW. It is, for 
example, possible to report changes made during the last hour but that does not mean that there is 
support for automatic change detection (CHAC).  

3.2.2. Localisation of wrapper 
As mentioned previously, the system viewpoint is divided into a source and a warehouse side. A 
wrapper process may, depending on the nature of the source, be located in either side. If, for example, 
a web-source external to the warehouse is to be extended to provide DAW it must be queried 
remotely. This will introduce processing and storage costs in the warehouse and additional 
communication. If, on the other hand, the extraction process is located in the source, there is no 
additional communication cost but the source will be penalised with storage and processing costs. The 
localisation of the extraction process is a trade-off between communication, processing and storage, as 
illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. The difference between local and remote delta extraction 

At first glance it may seem obvious that local delta extraction should be used whenever possible, 
but the cost of storage and processing in the sources may be the most critical criterion, in which case 
remote extraction will be preferable. 

3.2.3. Data Warehouse View Awareness 
Another source property, affecting the performance of policies is the query interface. In a 
warehousing scenario sources may be more or less conformant to the view definition language used in 
the warehouse. As an example, a view may be defined as the median of some attribute in a relation. If 
the source is a legacy system (for example, with a SQL-89 interface), it may not be possible2 to 
retrieve the median value through a single query. Instead, the whole column may have to be retrieved 
and the value computed by the wrapper. This will obviously have communication and processing 
implications similar to those discussed above for delta extraction. We will classify a source as DW 
view-aware if it has a query interface that returns the desired set of data through a single query.  

3.3. Maintenance Policies 

View maintenance algorithms can be described in terms of when and how maintenance is to be 
performed. The how part of maintenance may be broken down into a number of choices described in 
the literature. A view could be: maintained incrementally or recomputed; maintained on-line or off-
line; more or less consistency preserving. It is important to note that a large number of variants and 
combinations of policies are possible. The set of algorithms is not fixed and more variants can be 
introduced in the future. 

Maintenance timing addresses the question of when to refresh a view. Maintenance activity may be 
triggered by different types of events [Zho95] such as updates to base data, reading of a view, explicit 
requests or periodic events. Table 2 shows commonly mentioned timings. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
2 Actually it is possible to derive the median in SQL but it is not at all straightforward, see "Joe Celko's SQL for smarties" 

for a discussion of this, Morgan Kaufmann, ISBN 1-55860-323-9. 
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Table 2. Maintenance timings 

Immediate Maintenance is performed immediately when updates occur. Closely related is eager 
indicating that updates will be incorporated as soon as possible. 

Periodic Maintenance is performed on a regular basis (once a second, once an hour, etc.). A view 
may become “inconsistent” with its base data, representing a snapshot of the sources. 
Periodic maintenance is commonly used in commercial systems [Cha97]. 

On-
demand 

Maintenance is performed when a view is queried (also referred to as deferred 
maintenance [Rou86, Han87]). 

Hybrid Several event types trigger maintenance. Segev et al. [Seg91] suggest that on-demand 
maintenance should be combined with periodic, with the advantage that an update may 
have been handled when a query is posed, yielding a shorter response time. 

Random Maintenance is triggered at random [Seg90]. A potential advantage with random 
maintenance is that load on the sources may be evenly distributed, avoiding 
synchronisation of maintenance due to unfortunate periodicity choices. 

3.4. DWMP Evaluation Criteria 

Evaluation criteria define yardsticks for use in the DWMP selection process. Commonly mentioned 
criteria are processing cost (CPU and I/O) [Han87, Sri88], storage requirements [Zho95], and 
communication [Lin86, Del94]. One important characteristic of a data warehouse environment is that 
there is a distinction between source and warehouse impact [Hul96b]. Source impact caused by an 
algorithm may be considered more expensive than warehouse impact. One reason to introduce a 
warehouse is to off-load sources from OLAP queries. For these applications the cost of maintaining a 
warehouse must not be greater than that of executing the queries directly over the sources. Figure 6 
shows a suggested taxonomy of evaluation criteria. 

System evaluation criteria

ProcessingStorage Communication

Source impact Warehouse impact

ProcessingStorage Communication  

Fig. 6. A suggested taxonomy of system evaluation criteria 

The communication link is shared by the source and warehouse, but the implication of traffic loads 
may be different for warehouse and source. A source may, for example, serve multiple clients making 
communication a bottleneck, while the warehouse may have no other needs. This motivates the 
separate consideration of communication for warehouse and sources. 

4. A Cost-Based Selection of Maintenance Policies 

In this section, we present the details of component choices and an algorithmic solution to the data 
warehouse maintenance problem. The solution presented is restricted to a subset of views, policies, 
sources and user-specifications, but still is powerful enough to demonstrate the applicability of our 
approach.  
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We consider a single source and a cost-based algorithm to select an optimal VMP from a set of 
representative policies. In a warehouse, several views may share the same source which may enable 
optimisations through shared SDPPs. Identifying shared sources as part of the optimisations is not 
considered in this paper but will be pursued in future work. The task of selecting a DWMP is that of 
selecting VMP's for each view in the warehouse.  

4.1. Specifying QoS requirements  

The purpose of user specifications is twofold: to enable users to specify their requirements and to 
enable the system to select a strategy to meet these requirements. The first implies that our logical 
specification needs a clear and intuitive semantics to make it easy for users to communicate their 
needs. We will start by suggesting a specification scheme that captures fundamental user 
requirements. Below, we show how this specification can be used to govern an automated selection 
process. We will concentrate on two user concepts, namely staleness and response-time. Consistency 
has been addressed elsewhere [Zhu99]. We leave for future work how to handle availability and other 
user-concepts. 

In contrast to consistency, staleness and response-time are continuous measures. One problem of 
specifying a fixed value (for example that response-time should never exceed 1 minute) is that it is 
hard for users to understand whether this is a realistic limit. Instead of an actual value a user may 
prefer to give guidelines to the selection process. We introduce three non-numerical specifications 
representing three levels of requirements. The lowest level, ignore, is specified if the user is not 
concerned with this criterion. The intermediate level, consider, is used to indicate that the user 
considers the criterion to be as important as other aspects. The highest level, best possible (BP), is 
used to specify that this criterion is most important, and the policy should be optimised to give the 
best possible performance with respect to this property. 

Despite the conceptual simplicity of non-numerical specifications, situations may still exist in 
which a user wants to specify an acceptable departure from the best possible situation. That staleness 
should not exceed one hour beyond the best effort is such an example. We therefore introduce a way 
to specify a fixed limit as an offset from the BP-value. It is a relaxation of the BP specification based 
on user need to reduce overall cost of maintenance. To summarise, we suggest four logical 
specification levels for staleness and response-time: 

Staleness:         BP (best possible) | delta (staleness <BP + delta)        | consider | ignore  
Response time: BP (best possible) | delta (response time< BP +delta) | consider | ignore 

It should be noted that BP and delta could be specified using different statistical measures such as 
maximum, average, or median. For the time being we avoid these details and let the statistical 
measure be tacitly assumed. A full specification language would include these details. 

4.2. Maintenance Policies 

For the purposes of this paper, we consider a limited but still representative set of maintenance 
strategies. We have chosen immediate, periodic and on-demand timings to trigger either incremental 
or recompute maintenance. This gives us six different policies. For incremental algorithms we assume 
that a view is incrementally self-maintainable. Periodic policies P1 and P2 are parameterised on 
polling frequency p. Table 3 shows the source and view requirements for the six policies. 
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Table 3. Maintenance policies used in this paper 

Algorithm  Description Requirements 

Im1 On change Æ find and send changes Source is change active, incremental view 
Im2 On change Æ recompute Source is change active 
P1 Periodically Æ find and send changes Incremental view 
P2 Periodically Æ recompute - 
Od1 When queried Æ find and send changes Incremental view 
Od2 When queried Æ recompute - 

4.3. Source and Warehouse Characteristics 

There are several properties of the sources and the warehouse that affect the selection of a policy. 
These properties are stored as metadata and are available to the selection process. Table 4 shows 
general properties that are needed for the approach proposed in this paper.  

Table 4. Metadata used by the selection process 

N Source size  chac Source is change active (true or false) 
f  View predicate selectivity  daw Source is delta aware 
L Size of each update  chaw Source is change aware 
c Source update frequency  va Source is view aware 
p  Polling frequency  remote Source is wrapped remote 
q  Warehouse query frequency    

4.4. Cost Model and Evaluation Criteria 

For each policy described in the previous section, we formulate the cost in terms of staleness, 
response-time, source storage, warehouse storage, source processing, warehouse processing, and 
communication (we use Z, RT, SS, WS, SP, WP, and COM, respectively, as a short notation for 
these). Communication is considered as a shared cost for source and warehouse. The formulas are 
generic in that they use functions to represent the cost for different tasks, as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Cost functions used to represent elementary operations 

r The processing delay to recompute the view, which includes loading of the necessary source 
data, performing necessary computations/comparisons and storing the view 

i(n, m) The processing delay of incremental maintenance with m changes on a view of size n; this 
includes storing changes as they arrive, retrieving necessary parts of existing view, and 
updating it accordingly 

e(m) The processing delay to extract the given (m) amount of data 
s(m) The processing delay to store the given (m) amount of data 
a(n,m) The processing delay of change detection (to compare two snapshots with sizes n resulting in 

a change of size m); this includes retrieving the necessary data and saving the changes as 
well as maintaining the snapshot 

d(m) Communication delay to send the given (m) amount of data 
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These cost-functions will be instantiated for specific data warehouse view scenarios. To simplify 
expressions (for the formulas shown), we assume that costs are identical in source and warehouse. We 
further assume that streaming is not used, which means that intermediate results have to be stored. In 
our formulation, response time does not include query execution time (as defined by Hull et al. 
[Hul96b]), as it is common to all policies. This formulation allows us to differentiate between query 
processing time that is independent of policies, and the time for data propagation which is based on 
policies3. This implies that some policies may have 0 response-time. Processing and communication 
formulas are per-time unit cost. To get per-query cost the formulas should be divided by q (query 
frequency). We furthermore assume that all events are evenly distributed with the same inter-arrival 
time.  

Due to our assumption on uniform distribution of events, we will only have two update sizes. 
Variable u represents the biggest number of changes (each change is of size L) accumulated between 
refreshes. Variable w gives the fraction of recomputes that have this size. The smaller number of 
changes is u-1 (the fraction of these is 1-w). These numbers are derived from the ratio between the 
periodicities. It is trivial to show that the number of occurrences of evenly distributed events (with 
frequency c) in time periods with constant length (1/p) is given by the lower and upper integer of the 

quotient of the intervals, 
cp

11
, which equals 

p

c
. More events simply cannot be contained within the 

period, and fewer events cannot fill the period without including the preceding or following event. 
Over time, the fraction of periods with the lower number of events and the fraction of periods with the 
higher number of events must be such that the accumulated number of events equals the frequency 
multiplied by time. This can be formulated as follows: 
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As an example, if p is slightly less than c the time between maintenance is somewhat longer than 
time between updates. This implies that for most maintenance only one update has occurred since last 
refresh, but occasionally two updates will have to be handled. If updates and refreshes occur with 
exactly the same frequency there will always be one update for each refresh. 

Figure 7 illustrates the event occurrences (updates) and the periods for periodic and on-demand 
maintenance. 

                                                   
3 To enable a uniform comparison of virtual and materialized data warehouses the total response time needs to be 

considered. This work, however, does not consider virtual warehouses, which makes it possible to cancel the query 
execution time. 
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Fig. 7. The number of changes occurring in maintenance intervals with constant length 

When formulating the cost formulas below, we will use the symbols and function shown in Table 6 
to simplify expressions. 

Table 6.  Symbols and function used to simplify cost expressions 

u=floor(c/p)+1    v=floor(c/q)+1 

w=c/p+1-u    z=c/q+1-v 
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Source characteristics will yield different solutions and hence different costs. Four of the source 
characteristics shown in Table 4 may affect the costs, which yields sixteen possible combinations 
(CHAC is a requirement for immediate maintenance). These combinations can be grouped into sets 
with identical costs. Each cell of the tables below displays these costs preceded by the source 
characteristics under which they apply. To derive the cost for a specific source scenario, one scans the 
formulas from the bottom and the first formula that matches the bold-faced declaration is used. If no 
explicitly stated characteristic matches, the first formula in the cell applies. If the cost is independent 
of source characteristics, for example, there will be only one cost formula in the cell. 

4.4.1. Im1- Immediate Incremental 
The cost of immediate incremental maintenance is shown in appendix (Table 8) and each component 
is motivated below. 

Staleness cost is given by: 
e(L)+d(L)+s(L)+i(M,L) 
not-daw: r+a(M,L)+e(L)+d(L)+s(L)+i(M,L) 
remote/not-daw: r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M)+a(M,L) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r+a(M,L) 

The staleness for immediate maintenance is composed of the processing and communication delay. 
If the source is extended remotely, is not delta aware, and not view aware (last row) the 
communication delay will be to send the whole source. In addition, the data have to be extracted from 
the source, stored at the warehouse and changes have to be computed. In addition to this there could 
have been a cost to incorporate the changes in the view. but this can be ignored. The reason for this is 
that the view itself is used as a snapshot for change detection and as a side-effect of change detection 
it will be brought up to date. However, the observant reader will object and correctly claim that it 
should be sufficient to recompute the view and use it as is. However, this would turn the incremental 
policy into a recompute. This illustrates the consequences of not considering wrapping as an integral 
part of maintenance. We will comment on this later in the paper. The second line from the bottom 
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represents the same source scenario with the exception that it is view aware. In this case only the view 
has to be sent. The view is recomputed and extracted at the source (r+e(M)). At the warehouse the 
view is stored and the changes are extracted. If the source is locally extendible the source processing 
is to recompute the view, perform change detection and extract the changes. The communication is 
merely to send the changes. At the warehouse the changes are stored and the view is updated 
incrementally. For all other source scenarios (i.e. delta aware) the staleness is caused by the delay to 
extract the changes, and send them to the warehouse where they are stored and used to incrementally 
update the view. 

Response-time cost is given by: 
0 

As discussed above, we do not include the query execution time, which is the only delay when the 
view is available locally (with respect to the query). 

Source storage cost is given by: 
0 
not-daw: M 
remote/not-daw: 0 

If the source is not delta aware and wrapped locally, the snapshot to compare with has to be stored 
in the source. In all other scenarios no additional source storage is necessary. 

Warehouse storage cost is given by: 
M 

This is the cost to store the view. As we use it for change detection no additional storage is required 
even if the wrapping is done remotely. 

The source processing cost is given by: 
c·(s(L)+e(L)) 
not-daw: c·[r+a(M,L)+e(L)] 
remote/not-daw: c·(r+e(M)) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: c·e(N) 

Starting from the bottom-line we see that if the source is wrapped remote, is not delta aware and is 
not view aware then there will be a processing cost to extract the whole source (N) each time a change 
occurs. If the source is view aware this cost will be replaced by the cost of recomputing the view and 
extracting it. The third alternative applies when the source is not delta aware but may be wrapped 
locally. For that case, the processing required for each change is to recompute the view, find the 
changes and extract them. Finally, the first line states the costs for all sources that are delta aware (the 
other formulas all apply to non-DAW sources). In this case there is merely a cost to record and extract 
the changes (we assume that the changes have to be stored in the source temporarily).  

The warehouse processing cost is given by: 
c· [s(L)+i(M,L)] 
remote/not-daw: c·[s(M)+a(M,L)] 
remote/not-daw/not-va: c·[s(N)+r+a(M,L)] 

This cost is complementary to source processing and we observe that the two bottom lines cover 
cases when the source is not delta aware and extended remotely. If non-view aware, the portion of the 
source needed for the view has to be stored, the view recomputed and changes detected. As with 
staleness, we cancel out the cost to perform the incremental update. The middle line represents the 
cost when a source is view aware, in which case the warehouse cost is reduced to store the view and 
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perform change detection. For all remaining source scenarios (non-remote as well as remote/DAW) 
the warehouse cost is simply to temporarily store the changes and incrementally update the view. 

The communication cost is given by: 
c·d(L) 
remote/not-daw: c·d(M) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: c·d(N) 

If the source is wrapped remotely, is not delta- or view aware we have to send the whole source for 
each update. If the source is view aware (remote/not-daw) the view has to be sent each time. In all 
other scenarios only the changes have to be sent. 

4.4.2. P1 - Periodic Incremental 
The cost of periodic incremental maintenance is shown in appendix (Table 9) and each component is 
motivated below. 

Staleness cost is given by: 
1/p+e(uL)+d(uL)+s(uL)+i(M,uL)  
not-daw: 1/p+r+a(M,uL)+e(uL)+d(uL)+s(uL)+i(M,uL) 
remote/not-daw: 1/p+r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M)+a(M,uL) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: 1/p+e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r+a(M,uL) 

The source categories for P1 are the same as for Im1. The staleness is caused by communication, 
processing delay, and the delay between maintenance. The latter is given by 1/p where p is the 
frequency. This is the worst-case scenario, where an update happens just after a refresh. The other 
components of the staleness are similar to that of Im1. If the source is remote, not delta or view aware 
the whole source has to be extracted and sent. At the warehouse it is stored, the view recomputed and 
the changes detected. The only difference to Im1 is that the maximal number of changes that has to be 
detected is given by uL, which is equal to or greater than L. If the source is view aware the amount of 
data to extract, send and store is reduced to M (view size). The third case (from bottom) is when the 
source is not delta-aware (but wrapped locally). In this case the staleness is given by the time to 
recompute the view, find the changes, extract and send the changes, store them at the warehouse and 
incrementally update the view. Again the biggest size of changes (uL) is used in the formulas. Finally, 
if the source is delta-aware, the staleness is composed of the time to extract the changes, send them, 
store them at the warehouse and do the incremental maintenance. 

Response-time cost is given by: 
0 

And as for Im2 no delay except query execution (which is cancelled) is introduced by the 
maintenance. 

Source storage cost is given by: 
uL 
not-daw: M 
remote/not-daw: 0 

This is the same as for Im1. If the change extraction is done in the source it will have an additional 
storage of the snapshot. 

Warehouse storage cost is given by: 
M 

This is to store the view. 
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The source processing cost is given by: 
p·[w·e(uL)+y(u-1)(1-w)·e((u-1)L)]+c·s(L) 
not-daw: p·w·[r+a(M,uL)+e(uL)]+p·(1-w)·[r+a(M,(u-1)L)+e((u-1)L)] 
not-daw/chaw: p·w·[r+a(M,uL)+e(uL)]+p·(1-w)·[r+a(M,(u-1)L)+e((u-1)L]·  y(u-1) 
remote/not-daw: p·[r+e(M)] 
remote/not-daw/chaw: p·[w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·(r+e(M)) 
remote/not-va: replace r+e(M) with e(N) 

The last line is an abbreviation meaning that the lines above should be repeated with an added 
source characteristic “remote/not-va” and all occurrences of r+e(M) replaced with e(N). In this case 
only line 2 and 3 (from bottom) will be repeated, as the others contain no occurrences of r+e(M). 

The processing cost is highly dependant on source characteristics mainly because the activities can 
be located in either the warehouse or the source. The third row (from bottom) states that if the source 
is remote and not delta aware the processing cost for each refresh is to recompute the view and extract 
it. This can, however, be reduced if the source is change aware. The second row handles this case. The 
function y() will cancel the fractions where the change size is zero, i.e. where it is possible to deduce 
that nothing has changed. If the source is extended locally the cost formula is somewhat more 
complex. Here we will have two similar components that differ in the size of the changes. Recall that 
w and (1-w) represent the fraction of changes with sizes u and u-1 respectively. When the source is 
not delta aware but change aware the source processing is to recompute the view, find the changes 
(the cost of which depends on the change size) and extract the changes. For the smaller size of 
changes, it may be possible that the whole cost is cancelled if the size of changes is 0. The fifth line 
(from bottom) covers the case where the source is not delta aware, in which case cancellation is not 
possible (y(u-1) is removed as a factor). The first row covers all scenarios where the source is delta 
aware. In this case the processing of the source is to extract the changes (sizes may differ). If no 
changes are extracted the cost can be cancelled. In addition to this, there is a cost to store the changes 
each time they occur (which is independent of p). 

The warehouse processing cost is given by: 
p·w·[s(uL)+i(M,uL)]+p·(1-w)·y(u-1)· [s((u-1)·L)+i(M,(u-1)·L)] 
remote/not-daw: p·s(M)+p·w·a(M,uL)+p·(1-w)· a(M,(u-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw/chaw: p·w·[s(M)+a(M,uL)]+p·(1-w)·[s(M)+a(M,(u-1)·L)]·y(u-1) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: p·[s(N)+r]+p·w·a(M,uL)+p·(1-w)·a(M,(u-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw/not-va/chaw: p·w·[s(N)+r+a(M,uL)]+p·(1-w)·[s(N)+r+a(M,(u-1)·L)]·y(u-1) 

All of these costs are split into two similar groups depending on the size of changes. If the source is 
change aware some cost may be cancelled when change size is zero. The first line (from the bottom) 
is for a source that is remotely wrapped, is not delta or view aware but is change aware. For each 
refresh the source is stored, the view recomputed and the changes extracted. If no changes have 
occurred the whole of the second term may be cancelled. In the second formula (from the bottom) this 
is not the case (the source is not CHAW) and for each refresh there is a cost to store the source and 
recompute the view. Then there is a cost to extract the changes that is dependant on their size. The 
two prior lines represent the same source scenarios except that the source is view aware. The only 
change in this case is that the cost to store the source and recompute the view is replaced by a cost to 
store the view. Finally, in all other cases the cost in the warehouse is to store the changes and do the 
incremental update. Quite natural, if no changes are reported, there is no cost. 

The communication cost is given by: 
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p·w·d(uL)+p·(1-w)·y(u-1)·d((u-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw: p·d(M) 
remote/not-daw/chaw: p·[w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·d(M) 
remote/not-va: replace d(M) with d(N) 

Communication is dependent on delta awareness, change awareness, the localisation of wrapper 
and view awareness. If the source is not delta aware and the wrapping is done remotely the whole 
source/view has to be sent. If the source is change aware we may cancel those occasions when the 
source is unchanged. Otherwise, the communication cost is to send the changes, which can be of two 
different sizes. If the smaller size is 0 we can cancel this fraction of the communication cost.  

4.4.3. Od1 - On-demand Incremental 
The cost of on-demand incremental maintenance is shown in appendix (Table 10) and each 
component is motivated below. 

Staleness cost is given by: 
e(vL)+d(vL)+s(vL)+i(M,vL) 
not-daw: r+a(M,vL)+e(vL)+d(vL)+s(vL)+i(M,vL) 
remote/not-daw: r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M)+a(M,vL) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r+a(M,vL) 

If the source is remote and not delta or view aware, the whole source has to be extracted and sent. 
At the warehouse it is stored, the view recomputed and the changes detected. The maximal number of 
changes that has to be detected is given by vL which is equal to or greater than L. If the source is view 
aware the amount of data to extract, send and store is reduced to M (view size). The third case (from 
the bottom) is when the source is not delta-aware but is wrapped locally. In this case the staleness is 
given by the time to recompute the view, find the changes, extract and send the changes, store them at 
the warehouse and incrementally update the view. Again the biggest size of changes (vL) is used in 
the formulas. Finally, if the source is delta-aware, the staleness is composed of the time to extract the 
changes, send them, store them at the warehouse and perform incremental maintenance. 

Response-time cost is given by: 
e(vL)+d(vL)+s(vL)+i(M,vL) 
not-daw: r+a(M,vL)+e(vL)+d(vL)+s(vL)+i(M,vL) 
remote/not-daw: r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M)+a(M,vL) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r+a(M,vL) 

Response-time for on-demand consists of the time to refresh the view which, for this policy, is 
identical to the staleness cost. 

Source storage cost is given by: 
vL 
not-daw: M 
remote/not-daw: 0 

This is similar to that for Im1 and P1. If the change extraction is done in the source it will require 
additional storage for the snapshot. 

Warehouse storage cost is given by: 
M 

This is to store the view. 
The source processing cost is given by: 
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q·[z·e(vL)+y(v-1)(1-z)·e((v-1)L)]+c·s(L) 
not-daw: q·z·[r+a(M,vL)+e(vL)]+q·(1-z)· [r+a(M,(v-1)L)+e((v-1)L)] 
not-daw/chaw: q·z·[r+a(M,vL)+e(vL)]+q·(1-z)· [r+a(M,(v-1)L)+e((v-1)L]·  y(v-1) 
remote/not-daw: q·[r+e(M)] 
remote/not-daw/chaw: q·[z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·(r+e(M)) 
remote/not-va: replace r+e(M) with e(N) 

This cost (and that for each of the remaining measures) is identical to that given for P1 but with p 
replaced by q, u replaced by v, and w replaced by z. The explanation is that the only difference in 
operation of these policies is how maintenance is triggered. For P1 it is triggered periodically (evenly 
distributed) and for Od1 it is done whenever the view is queried (also evenly distributed). With 
different assumptions on query distribution the two policies would differ. 

 The warehouse processing cost is given by: 
q·z·[s(vL)+i(M,vL)]+q·(1-z)·y(v-1)· [s((v-1)·L)+i(M,(v-1)·L)] 
remote/not-daw: q·s(M)+q·z·a(M,vL)+q·(1-z)·  a(M,(v-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw/chaw: q·z·[s(M)+a(M,vL)]+q·(1-z)· [s(M)+a(M,(v-1)·L)]·y(v-1) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: q·[s(N)+r]+q·z·a(M,vL)+q·(1-z)·a(M,(v-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw/not-va/chaw: q·z·[s(N)+r+a(M,vL)]+q·(1-z)· [s(N)+r+a(M,(v-1)·L)]·y(v-1) 

The communication cost is given by: 
q·z·d(vL)+q·(1-z)·y(v-1)·d((v-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw: q·d(M) 
remote/not-daw/chaw: q·[z+y(v-1)·(1-
z)]·d(M) 
remote/not-va: replace d(M) with d(N) 

4.4.4. Im2 - Immediate Recompute 
The cost of immediate recompute maintenance is shown in appendix (Table 11) and each component 
is motivated below. 

Staleness cost is given by: 
r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M) 
remote/not-va: e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r 

The staleness for Im2 is caused by the delay to recompute, extract, send and store the view. If the 
wrapping is done remotely and the source is not view aware then extraction, communication and 
storing is calculated over the whole source. 

Response-time cost is given by: 
0 

Again, no additional delay is introduced. 
Source storage cost is given by: 

0 

Recompute policies will never have additional storage. 
Warehouse storage cost is given by: 

M 

This is to store the view 
The source processing cost is given by: 
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c·(r+e(M)) 
remote/not-va: c·e(N) 

For each change the view is recomputed and extracted. If the wrapping is done remotely over a 
source that is not view aware the only source processing is to extract the whole source. 

The warehouse processing cost is given by: 
c·s(M) 
remote/not-va: c·(s(N)+r) 

If the wrapping is done remotely over a source that is not view aware the whole source is stored at 
the warehouse and the view recomputed. Otherwise, the warehouse processing cost is simply to store 
the view. 

The communication cost is given by: 
c·d(M) 
remote/not-va: c·d(N) 

The communication is to send the view or the source. 

4.4.5. P2 - Periodic Recompute 
The cost of periodic recompute maintenance is shown in appendix (Table 12) and each component is 
motivated below. 

Staleness cost is given by: 
1/p+r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M) 
remote/not-va:1/p+e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r 

Staleness is as for Im2 except for an additional worst case delay of 1/p caused by non-immediate 
maintenance. 

Response-time cost is given by: 
0 

There is no additional delay for P2. 
Source storage cost is given by: 

0 

Again, recompute policies will have no additional storage. 
Warehouse storage cost is given by: 

M 

This is to store the view. 
The source processing cost is given by: 

p·(r+e(M)) 
chaw:p·[w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·(r+e(M)) 
remote/not-va: p·e(N) 
remote/not-va/chaw: p· [w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·e(N) 

If wrapping is done remotely on a source that is not view aware the processing in the source is to 
extract the whole source. However, if the source is change aware we may cancel all cases were the 
source is unchanged between refreshes. If the source is wrapped locally the processing cost is to 
recompute and extract the view. Again, if the source is change aware we may cancel recomputes 
when the source is not updated. 
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The warehouse processing cost is given by: 
p·s(M) 
chaw: p· [w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·s(M) 
remote/not-va: p·[s(N)+r] 
remote/not-va/chaw: p·[w+y(u-1)·(1w)]·(s(N)+r) 

This is complementary to the source processing. If the source is wrapped remotely and not view 
aware the cost in the warehouse is to store the source and recompute the view. In other cases the cost 
is only to store the view. As before, change awareness can be used to cancel some of the costs. 

The communication cost is given by: 
p·d(M) 
chaw:p·[w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·  d(M) 
remote/not-va: replace d(M) with d(N) 

If the source is change aware we can avoid recomputes whenever the source is unchanged since last 
refresh. The cost formula above uses function y() to cancel out the fraction where change size is 0. 
Whenever p>c there is a fraction of recomputes that can be ignored because the source has not been 
changed since last refresh. In all other situations (non-chaw) the view will have to be sent for each 
recompute. 

4.4.6. Od2 - On-demand Recompute 
The cost of on-demand recompute maintenance is shown in appendix (Table 13) and each component 
is motivated below. 

Staleness cost is given by: 
r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M) 
remote/not-va: e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r 

Whenever the view needs to be updated there is a cost to recompute the view, send it to the 
warehouse and store it. If the source is not view aware and is wrapped remotely we will have to 
extract the whole source, send and store it at the warehouse to finally recompute the view. 

Response-time cost is given by: 
r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M) 
remote/not-va:e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r 

This cost is identical to the staleness, as in the case for Od1. 
Source storage cost is given by: 

0 

Again, recompute policies will have no additional storage. 
Warehouse storage cost is given by: 

M 

This is to store the view. 
The source processing cost is given by: 

q·(r+e(M)) 
chaw: q·[z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·(r+e(M)) 
remote/not-va: q·e(N) 
remote/not-va/chaw: q· [z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·e(N) 
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This cost (and that for each remaining cost) is identical to the one for P2 but with p replaced by q, u 
replaced by v, and w replaced by z. 

The warehouse processing cost is given by: 
q·s(M) 
chaw: q· [z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·s(M) 
remote/not-va: q·[s(N)+r] 
remote/not-va/chaw: q·[z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·(s(N)+r) 

The communication cost is given by: 
q·d(M) 
chaw:q·[z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·d(M) 
remote/not-va: replace d(M) with d(N) 

4.5. A VMP Selection Algorithm 

Based on user specifications the most appropriate policy should be selected. In this section we present 
a branch and bound algorithm that returns a VMP based on user specifications and system 
characteristics. This algorithm, shown in Figure 8, selects the policy with the lowest cost while still 
meeting a user specification. If no policy meets the specification, an exception is raised. 

1. To an initially empty set, add all policies that only require capabilities that are 
present. If no policies are added Æ raise an exception

2. If BP or delta is specified for staleness and/or response timeÆ find the best 
possible values by comparing all policies. If a policy has free variables as 
parameters the minimal value is found through optimisation

3. Remove all policies that do not meet the specification. This means:
If BP is specified - prune all policies which have a cost higher than the 
minimum. If delta is specified - remove policies that have a value higher than 
BP+delta. If a policy has free parameters these are bound to values which 
meets the specification

4. If no policies remain Æ raise an exception
5. If only one policy remains and it has no free parameters Æ return this policy
6. For all remaining policies find the minimum weighted sum of system costs. 

Also include in the sum staleness and response-time, if they are specified as 
‘consider’

7. Remove policies that have a cost higher than the minimum. If a policy has free 
parameters these are bound to values which meets the specification

8. If only one policy remains and it has no free parameters Æ return the policy 
9. If delta is specified for staleness and/or response-time Æ find the minimal 

value of this cost (or weighted sum if both are specified with deltas)
10. Remove policies that have a higher cost. If a policy has free parameters these 

are bound to values which yield the minimum cost
11. If only one policy remains and it has no free parameters Æ return the policy
12. Choose any of the remaining policies at random. If that policy contains free 

parameters, bind them to any value
 

Fig. 8. A VMP selection algorithm 

In short, the algorithm reduces the set of policies, in a number of steps, until only one remains with 
its parameters instantiated. For each step, it derives the optimal cost amongst remaining policies and 
uses it to restrict and prune policies. To be able to detect conflicting requirements it is crucial that the 
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best possible values are found for both staleness and response-time in step 2 before any policies are 
pruned. In step 9 we use possible delta specifications to compare remaining policies (which have 
identical system cost). If no other measurement can be used to differentiate between policies, a 
random selection is made in step 12. For each step in the process, parameterised policies are further 
restricted in terms of acceptable parameters. If a policy has no acceptable parameter values, it is 
pruned. 

To be able to combine different criteria, we assume that each cost has an associated weight. These 
indicate the relative importance of each cost considered in such a way that several costs can be 
combined into a weighted sum. Weights are typically assigned by the system designer to 'scale' 
different measures into comparable units. The weights can be compared with (explicit or implicit) 
weights used in financial analysis. The costs are measured in money (Dollars) and the weights are 
scaling factors, which turn, for example, human time and storage requirements into Dollars. 

5. Implementation 

The cost-model and selection process described in the previous section have been implemented as a 
prototype. Through a number of dialogs the user is asked to specify quality of service requirements, 
source characteristics and parameters as described above. Whenever a specification is altered, the 
selection algorithm is re-executed and a policy is derived and presented to the user. The program also 
presents the steps of the selection process and it is possible to study the details of the cost-model as 
well. This implementation has enabled us to verify our cost formulas for boundary conditions where 
the choices are intuitive. It has also helped our understanding of the importance of the source 
characteristics highlighted in section 3. In this section, we give details of the interfaces for the user 
and present observations from its usage. The prototype can be run from:  

http://www.his.se/ida/research/groups/dbtg/demos/dwmp/ 

5.1. Cost Model Scenario 

We have used the prototype for a scenario in which a warehouse view selects a fraction of a single 
relation. Table 7 shows definitions of the elementary cost formulas (presented in Table 5) as well as 
the values for block size (BS), tuple size (TS) and block read time (BRT). 

Table 7. Values and cost-formulas for the scenario used in the implementation 

BS=4000 bytes e(m)=BRT·m/BS a(n,m)=BRT·[2·n/BS+2·n/BS·log(n/(11·BS))]+s(m) 
TS=100 bytes s(m)= BRT·m/BS r=e(N)+0.000001·N/TS+s(M) 
BRT=0.01sec i(n,m)=e(n)+s(m) d(m)=0.01+m/1310720 

We assume that tuples have a size of 100 bytes and that a block contains 40 tuples. The time to read 
(or write) a tuple from disk is 10 ms. The extraction and insertion formulas e(m) and s(m) are 
estimated as linear functions of m. The cost of incremental updates is a scan through the view plus an 
additional cost for each update. To estimate the cost of change detection we assume 11 blocks of main 
memory buffers using sort-merge-join at a cost of O(n· log n) and an additional cost of storing the 
detected changes. Recomputation of the view requires a sequential scan through the whole source, a 

cost for applying the selection predicate to each tuple (1 µs), and the cost to store the view. We 
assume that no indexes are built for any view. This means that there is no additional cost for 
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recompute. If indexes are used, recompute gets an additional cost compared with incremental 
maintenance. Finally, the communication cost is based on a bandwidth of 10 Mbit/s (1310720 bytes/s) 
and an initialisation delay of 10 ms. 

5.2. An Illustrative Example on Using the Prototype for Analysis 

 In the following example we will set up the parameters to model a scenario in which the source is a 
relational database providing the view through a query interface. It is capable of sending notifications 
of changes. It is not possible to query the database for the time of last modification or to retrieve the 
changes, but it may be extended to do so locally. In other words, we have a source which is view 
aware and CHAC, but not DAW, CHAW or remote. We moreover assume that the source contains 1 
million tuples (a tuple size of 100 yields a total size of 100 MB) and that the view selects 10 percent 
of these tuples. The source is updated 18 times per hour which yields a frequency of 0.005. Each 
change involves 250 tuples. Queries to the warehouse view are issued 9 times an hour giving a 
frequency of 0.0025. In the prototype we specify all these details in a metadata dialog as shown in 
Figure 9. The p-value specification is used to restrict the range of possible polling frequencies. The 
optimiser can select any value of p between 0 and double the specified value (in this case frequencies 
up to 0.02 are acceptable which approximately corresponds to polling at the most once a minute). 

 

Fig. 9. The dialog for specifying source and warehouse characteristics 

The fields in this dialog correspond to the properties shown in Table 4 in the previous section. In 
addition, the weights used to combine costs in the selection algorithm are also specifiable. By setting 
the weights appropriately, it is possible for the user to balance between different components of the 
cost-model4. In this example we give equal weight to all properties except source processing and 
storage costs. Source processing is weighted to be 10 times more expensive than warehouse 
processing. Source storage is given a very small weight that makes one megabyte of additional 
storage comparable to one second of additional processing. Warehouse storage is given zero weight, 
which means that it is not considered as a cost.  

Quality of service specification is handled in a separate dialog. We may, for example, specify that 
both staleness and response time should be best possible, as shown in Figure 10. 

                                                   
4 The weights are associated with criteria as follows: w1=staleness, w2=response time, w3=source storage, w4=WH storage, 

w5=source processing, w6=WH processing, w7=communication. 
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Fig. 10. The dialog for specifying QoS requirements and to observe the selection of policies 

If delta is selected, the value-field to the right becomes active enabling the user to specify a value. 
The right side of the dialog presents the result of the selection process, i.e. whether the selection 
process was successful and, if so, the policy that was selected (in Figure 10 Im2 is selected). The 
dialog gives a brief indication of how the policy was derived and what values for staleness and 
response time the selected policy has. Other details of the selection process and how policies are 
pruned can be traced from a log (not shown here).  

The selection algorithm is reapplied each time a metadata or quality of service specification is 
altered. This allows one to investigate impact on changes in specification, in selection process and in 
the costs associated with each policy. If, for example, we alter the response-time requirement to 
“ignore” then the selected policy will change from Im2 to Od2, as shown in Figure 11. 

 

Fig. 11. Relaxed QoS requirement yields a different policy (compare with Figure 10) 

The explanation for this is that on-demand policies have a non-zero response-time in contrast to 
other policies. If response-time is specified as BP, on-demand will never be a potential candidate 
policy. Ignoring response time will make Od2 better than Im2 due to query frequency being lower 
than update frequency (both have the same cost to recompute the view). As can be seen in the dialog, 
the response time is identical to staleness. For on-demand policies the best response-time can never be 
less than staleness. As a third example of how user specification impacts on selection we relax the 
staleness requirement to have a delta value of 600 seconds, as shown in Figure 12. 

 

Fig. 12. Further relaxations yield yet another policy (compare with Figures 10 and 11) 

In this case P2 is selected with a periodicity of 0.00167, which corresponds to a ten minutes delay 
between recomputes5. With this periodicity P2 meets the staleness requirement (note that the achieved 
staleness is close to the best possible value plus 600 seconds) and gives a weighted cost which is 

                                                   
5 Currently a brute force approach is used for the optimisation. 
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lower than Od2 (and Im2 as well). A valid question at this stage is what happened to the incremental 
policies? To analyse this we may open a dialog in the program that displays details of the cost-model, 
as shown in Figure 13. 

 

Fig. 13. A dialog presenting the details of the cost model 

The table presents individual costs for each policy where the rows correspond to the seven 
evaluation criteria used in the cost model and the columns correspond to the policies. The last row 
shows the weighted sum of the selected criteria. The dialog moreover shows a graph plotted for the 
weighted sum along the y-axis and a function of a chosen parameter along the x-axis. The graph 
shows all policies that have been checked in the checkbox adjacent to the policy-name in the table. 
The y-axis always represents a weighted sum of criteria including only those that are selected in the 
leftmost column of the table. A user may select any numerical parameter of the cost-model to be used 
as the x-value. The range of values will vary from 0 up to twice the specified value. In this way the 
user can observe the behaviour of the cost-function in a neighbourhood of the specified parameter. 
From Figure 13, for example, we conclude that incremental policies have a greater cost than the 
corresponding recompute. We moreover see that the setting of periodicity is critical for the usefulness 
of P1 and P2. If p is set too high they will be inferior to all other policies.  

5.3. Observation 

By altering the QoS specification as well as other metadata we have made a number of interesting 
observations that we believe have a strong bearing on the general maintenance case. Specifically, all 
of the source characteristics presented in section 3 have an impact on the selection of a policy and its 
cost-function. If communication is not the predominant cost, the weighted cost of maintenance is 
higher for incremental policies if the source is not delta aware. Figure 14 illustrates this for the 
scenario presented above with the weighted cost (for all criteria) as a function of p where maximum p 
is set to 0.16. 
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Fig. 14. The total cost as a function of p, when source is DAW (left) and non-DAW (right) 

As can be seen from the diagrams the recompute policies have a much higher cost as compared 
with incremental ones when the source is DAW. Without DAW the incremental policies are never 
better than their recompute counterpart. Another interesting observation that we have made is that if 
sources are DAW the cost of incremental policies becomes less dependent on the localization of 
wrapping (can be verified from the formulas). 

The diagrams of Figure 14 show the typical shapes of the cost for periodic policies when staleness 
is combined with other costs. There is a trade-off between obtaining a low staleness and the price of 
maintenance. It is the task of the selection optimiser to detect this global minimum. 

A final observation is that the selection process is highly sensitive to parameter variations. The 
estimations of update and query frequency are crucial to a successful optimisation. The same applies 
to other assumptions. Figure 15 illustrates how the cost of different policies varies with selectivity 
factor f (which determines the size of the view). 

  

Fig. 15. System cost as a function of view selectivity 

The intersection points between different policies are potential threshold values in the selection 
process and if the estimations used are close to such values a careful analysis is needed to derive a 
suitable policy. It may, moreover, not be possible or efficient to derive one single policy to be used for 
all views. 

6. Future Work and Conclusions 

In this paper we have reviewed and synthesised existing work within the fields of snapshot, view, and 
warehouse maintenance. We have adopted a user-centric approach and analysed quality of service 
from a DW user’s viewpoint. We have presented a precise definition of staleness that has been 
couched as an intuitive user specification. We have also classified a number of source characteristics 
that impact on data warehouse maintenance, but have been ignored or used imprecisely in previous 
work. We have developed a detailed cost model based on the components proposed for data 
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warehouse design in this paper. We also have implemented a prototype that selects a view 
maintenance policy based on user requirements and system properties. The usage of the algorithm has 
been exemplified for a simple but important subset of views. 

There are many interesting future extensions and unexplored problems that are currently being 
addressed. The user specification and selection algorithm presented in this paper needs to be extended 
to include consistency as well as availability aspects. In addition, there are several additional 
maintenance algorithms that can be brought into the framework. One aspect of this is to explore the 
use of view age to dynamically modify propagation policies, incorporating some of the ideas from 
[Seg91]. Most importantly, to make this approach viable we need to analyse how views based on 
multiple sources need to be handled; optimisation of policies on shared sources is equally important. 
Finally, our approach has the potential for making the system adaptive by making the selection 
process dynamic in response to explicit requests or metadata changes. 

To conclude, we believe the approach proposed in this paper has the potential for handling the 
complexity inherent in warehouse maintenance. The observations reported in this paper indicate that 
QoS requirements as well as source characteristics have a significant impact on maintenance activity. 
If an improper policy is selected, the consequences to system and user criteria may be very different 
from those expected, even to the extent that the original goals of data warehousing are invalidated. 
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Appendix - The Cost formulas for different policies 

N Source size  chac Source is change active (true or false) 
f  View predicate selectivity  daw Source is delta aware 
L Size of each update  chaw Source is change aware 
c Source update frequency  va Source is view aware 
p  Polling frequency  remote Source is wrapped remote 
q  Warehouse query frequency    

 
r The delay to recompute the view 
i(n, m) The delay of incremental maintenance  
e(m) The delay to extract data 
s(m) The delay to store data 
a(n,m) The delay of change detection 
d(m) Communication delay  

 

u=floor(c/p)+1    v=floor(c/q)+1 

w=c/p+1-u    z=c/q+1-v 
  M=N·f     





>
=

=
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00
)(
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x
xy  

 
Z=staleness RT=response time SS=source storage WS=warehouse storage 
SP=source processing WP=warehouse processing COM=communication 

Table 8. Cost formulas for immediate incremental maintenance (Im1) 

Z e(L)+d(L)+s(L)+i(M,L) 
not-daw: r+a(M,L)+e(L)+d(L)+s(L)+i(M,L) 
remote/not-daw: r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M)+a(M,L) 

remote/not-daw/not-va: e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r+a(M,L) 
RT  0 
SS 0 

not-daw: M 
remote/not-daw: 0 

WHS M 
SP c·(s(L)+e(L)) 

not-daw: c· [r+a(M,L)+e(L)] 
remote/not-daw: c·(r+e(M)) 

remote/not-daw/not-va: c·e(N) 
WHP c·[s(L)+i(M,L)] 

remote/not-daw: c· [s(M)+a(M,L)] 

remote/not-daw/not-va: c· [s(N)+r+a(M,L)] 
COM c·d(L) 

remote/not-daw: c·d(M) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: c·d(N) 
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Table 9. Cost formulas for periodic incremental maintenance (P1) 

Z 1/p+e(uL)+d(uL)+s(uL)+i(M,uL)  
not-daw: 1/p+r+a(M,uL)+e(uL)+d(uL)+s(uL)+i(M,uL) 
remote/not-daw: 1/p+r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M)+a(M,uL) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: 1/p+e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r+a(M,uL) 

RT  0 
SS uL 

not-daw: M 
remote/not-daw: 0 

WHS M 
SP p·[w·e(uL)+y(u-1)(1-w)·e((u-1)L)]+c·s(L) 

not-daw: p·w·[r+a(M,uL)+e(uL)]+p·(1-w)·[r+a(M,(u-1)L)+e((u-1)L)] 
not-daw/chaw: p·w·[r+a(M,uL)+e(uL)]+p·(1-w)·[r+a(M,(u-1)L)+e((u-1)L]·  y(u-1) 
remote/not-daw: p· [r+e(M)] 
remote/not-daw/chaw: p· [w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·(r+e(M)) 
remote/not-va: replace r+e(M) with e(N) 

WHP p·w·[s(uL)+i(M,uL)]+p·(1-w)·y(u-1)· [s((u-1)·L)+i(M,(u-1)·L)] 
remote/not-daw: p·s(M)+p·w·a(M,uL)+p·(1-w)· a(M,(u-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw/chaw: p·w·[s(M)+a(M,uL)]+p·(1-w)·[s(M)+a(M,(u-1)·L)]·y(u-1) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: p· [s(N)+r]+p·w·a(M,uL)+p·(1-w)·a(M,(u-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw/not-va/chaw: 
p·w·[s(N)+r+a(M,uL)]+p·(1-w)·[s(N)+r+a(M,(u-1)·L)]·y(u-1) 

COM p·w·d(uL)+p·(1-w)·y(u-1)·d((u-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw: p·d(M) 
remote/not-daw/chaw: p· [w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·d(M) 
remote/not-va: replace d(M) with d(N) 
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Table 10. Cost formulas for on-demand incremental maintenance (Od1) 

Z e(vL)+d(vL)+s(vL)+i(M,vL) 
not-daw: r+a(M,vL)+e(vL)+d(vL)+s(vL)+i(M,vL) 
remote/not-daw: r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M)+a(M,vL) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r+a(M,vL) 

RT  e(vL)+d(vL)+s(vL)+i(M,vL) 
not-daw: r+a(M,vL)+e(vL)+d(vL)+s(vL)+i(M,vL) 
remote/not-daw: r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M)+a(M,vL) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r+a(M,vL) 

SS vL 
not-daw: M 
remote/not-daw: 0 

WHS 0 
SP q·[z·e(vL)+y(v-1)(1-z)·e((v-1)L)]+c·s(L) 

not-daw: q·z·[r+a(M,vL)+e(vL)]+q·(1-z)· [r+a(M,(v-1)L)+e((v-1)L)] 
not-daw/chaw: q·z·[r+a(M,vL)+e(vL)]+q·(1-z)· [r+a(M,(v-1)L)+e((v-1)L]·  y(v-1) 
remote/not-daw: q· [r+e(M)] 
remote/not-daw/chaw: q· [z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·(r+e(M)) 
remote/not-va: replace r+e(M) with e(N) 

WHP q·z·[s(vL)+i(M,vL)]+q·(1-z)·y(v-1)· [s((v-1)·L)+i(M,(v-1)·L)] 
remote/not-daw: q·s(M)+q·z·a(M,vL)+q·(1-z)·  a(M,(v-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw/chaw: q·z·[s(M)+a(M,vL)]+q·(1-z)· [s(M)+a(M,(v-1)·L)]·y(v-1) 
remote/not-daw/not-va: q· [s(N)+r]+q·z·a(M,vL)+q·(1-z)·a(M,(v-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw/not-va/chaw: 
q·z·[s(N)+r+a(M,vL)]+q·(1-z)· [s(N)+r+a(M,(v-1)·L)]·y(v-1) 

COM q·z·d(vL)+q·(1-z)·y(v-1)·d((v-1)·L) 
remote/not-daw: q·d(M) 
remote/not-daw/chaw: q· [z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·d(M) 
remote/not-va: replace d(M) with d(N) 

 

Table 11. Cost formulas for immediate recompute maintenance (Im2) 

Z r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M) 
remote/not-va: e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r 

RT  0 
SS 0 
WHS M 
SP c·(r+e(M)) 

remote/not-va:c·e(N) 

WP c·s(M) 
remote/not-va:c·(s(N)+r) 

COM c·d(M) 
remote/not-va: c·d(N) 
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Table 12. Cost formulas for periodic recompute maintenance (P2) 

Z 1/p+r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M) 
remote/not-va: 
1/p+e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r 

RT  0 
SS 0 
WHS M 
SP p·(r+e(M)) 

chaw:p· [w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·(r+e(M)) 
remote/not-va: p·e(N) 
remote/not-va/chaw: p· [w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·e(N) 

WP p·s(M) 
chaw: p· [w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·s(M) 
remote/not-va: p· [s(N)+r] 
remote/not-va/chaw:p· [w+y(u-1)·(1w)]·(s(N)+r) 

COM p·d(M) 
chaw:p· [w+y(u-1)·(1-w)]·  d(M) 
remote/not-va: replace d(M) with d(N) 

 
 

Table 13. Cost formulas for on-demand recompute maintenance (Od2) 

Z r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M) 
remote/not-va: e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r 

RT  r+e(M)+d(M)+s(M) 
remote/not-va:e(N)+d(N)+s(N)+r 

SS 0 
WHS M 
SP q·(r+e(M)) 

chaw: q· [z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·(r+e(M)) 
remote/not-va: q·e(N) 
remote/not-va/chaw: q· [z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·e(N) 

WP q·s(M) 
chaw: q· [z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·s(M) 
remote/not-va: q· [s(N)+r] 
remote/not-va/chaw:q· [z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·(s(N)+r) 

COM q·d(M) 
chaw:q· [z+y(v-1)·(1-z)]·d(M) 
remote/not-va: replace d(M) with d(N) 

 
 
 


